
Circle dependency 

illustrate dependency conflicts in Terraform when provisioning EC2 instances.  

 

Suppose you have two EC2 instances that need to be created, and they have a dependency on each 

other. For example, Instance A needs to have the private IP address of Instance B as part of its 

configuration, and Instance B requires the security group ID of Instance A.  

 

Here's a Terraform configuration that represents this scenario:  

 

```hcl 

provider "aws" { 

  region = "us-west-2" 

} 

 

resource "aws_instance" "instance_a" { 

  ami           = "ami-0c94855ba95c71c99" 

  instance_type = "t2.micro" 

 

  # Instance A depends on Instance B 

  private_ip = aws_instance.instance_b.private_ip 

 

  tags = { 

    Name = "instance-a" 

  } 

} 

 

resource "aws_instance" "instance_b" { 

  ami           = "ami-0c94855ba95c71c99" 

  instance_type = "t2.micro" 

 

  # Instance B depends on Instance A 

  vpc_security_group_ids = [aws_instance.instance_a.security_groups[0].id] 



 

  tags = { 

    Name = "instance-b" 

  } 

} 

``` 

 

In this example, `aws_instance.instance_a` depends on `aws_instance.instance_b` for the 

`private_ip` attribute, and `aws_instance.instance_b` depends on `aws_instance.instance_a` for the 

`vpc_security_group_ids` attribute. 

 

When you run `terraform apply`, Terraform will try to resolve the dependency graph and create the 

instances in the correct order. However, if there is a circular dependency or conflicting dependencies, 

Terraform will encounter a dependency conflict.  

 

For instance, if you try to apply this configuration, Terraform will detect the dependency conflict and 

provide an error message similar to: 

 

``` 

Error: Cycle: aws_instance.instance_a, aws_instance.instance_b 

``` 

This error indicates that there is a circular dependency between `instance_a` and `instance_b`, which 

cannot be resolved by Terraform. 

To resolve this dependency conflict, you need to restructure your configuration to eliminate the 

circular dependency. One possible solution is to split the configuration into two separate Terraform 

modules, where each module handles the provisioning of one EC2 instance. Then, you can manage 

the dependencies between the modules using input and output variables.  

By breaking down the configuration into separate modules and carefully defining the dependencies 

between them, you can ensure that Terraform can successfully resolve the dependencies and 

provision the EC2 instances without conflicts.  

Handling dependency conflicts is crucial in Terraform to ensure the correct order of resource creation 

and avoid circular dependencies that can lead to provisioning failures.  


